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rare books that were given to us were deeply ________ . A)

appreciated B） approved C) appealed D） applied 2、Harry was

________ by a bee when he was collecting the honey. A) stung B）

stuck C) bitten D） scratched 3、The manager lost his ________

just because his secretary was ten minutes late. A) mood B） temper

C) mind D） passion 4、The tomato juice left brown ________ on

the front of my jacket. A) spot B） point C) track D） trace 5、 My

father seemed to be in no ________ to look at my school report. A)

mood B） emotion C) attitude D） feeling 6、I’m sorry I can’t

see you immediately. but if you’d like to take a seat, I’ll be with

you ________ . A) for a moment B） in a moment C) for the

moment D） at the moment 7、The shy girl felt ________ and

uncomfortable when she could not answer her teacher’s questions.

A) amazed B） awkward C) curious D） amused 8、John Dewey

believed that education should be a preparation for life, that a person

learns by doing, and that teaching must ________ the curiosity and

creativity of children. A) seek B） stimulate C) shape D） secure 9

、However, at times this balance in nature is ________ , resulting in

a number of possibly unforeseen effects. A) troubled B） disturbed

C) confused D） puzzled 10、 The patient’s health failed to such

an extent that he was put into ________ care. A) tense B） rigid C)

intensive D） tight 11、 In 1914, an apparently insignificant event in



a remote part of Eastern Europe ________ Europe into a great war.

A) inserted B） imposed C) pitched D） plunged 12、Please be

careful when you are drinking coffee in case you ________ the new

carpet. A) crash B） pollute C) spot D） stain 13、The newcomers

found it impossible to ________ themselves to the climate

sufficiently to make permanent homes in the new country. A) suit B

）adapt C) regulate D）coordinate 14、Since the matter was

extremely ______we dealt with it immediately. A) tough B） tense

C) urgent D） instant 15、 I hate people who______ the end of a

film that you haven’t seen before. A) reveal B）rewrite C) revise D
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